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But for ones to use FACS correctly, he needs extensive training to be able to apply its techniques. A company
might be doing well in terms of business even if it had a CEO with a very low positive rating. A mere 2
months later, the vice president pawned the watch. Answer: Often times, managers are socialized to expect
good performance from people; you often hear the phrase, they are paid for the work that they do, they dont
need me to thank them for it. They include strategies to measure the representation of women and minorities
in managerial positions, and they hold managers accountable for achieving more demographically diverse
management teams. Selection system should be more transparent. Yes I think representation in top
management is a fair indicator of the effects of diversity training programs. My effective diversity program
involves strong representation of management along with employees- leadership Advocates th eimportance of
diversity,demonstrate how diversity is related to broader strategic objectives Presents th eresults of a company
wide survey related to survey issues,outlibe his vision for diversity management Continuous research and
measurement of diversity- related matters Related Interests. Therefore, athletes are unprepared. Even programs
that provide employees with more expensive rewards can backfire, especially if the rewards are given
insincerely. Findings such as these are troubling, as verbal rewards are not only inexpensive for companies to
hand out but also are quick and easy to distribute. Being emotionally sensitive is a good tool to rise at the
corporate world and as well at different fields. It was patronizing. In many cases, however, recognition
programs are doing more harm than good according to Coffman. According to Curt Coffman, global practice
leader at Gallup, 71 percent of U. As a manager, what steps would you take to motivate your employees after
observing them perform well? I could respond to any circumstances that may arise that involves my career.
Proportionally not representation of employees in top management is a significant obstacle which be
overcome to make diversity programs effective. Researchers have distinguished real smiles so called
Duchenne smile from fake smiles. Eric Lange, an employee of a trucking company, recalls the time when one
of the companys vice presidents achieved a major financial goal for the company.


